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Paying tribute to Rammstein’s “Neue Deutsche Härte” 
sound, this six-piece industrial act from the post- 
industrial North, has taken the British tribute scene by 
storm, (and fire), one venue at a time!


From packed out shows throughout the British Isles, to 
playing at major tribute festivals, Mörderstein provides a 
remarkable rendition, just like the real thing, as attested 
by U.K. audiences everywhere.


“Just like having Rammstein in your living room”


Mörderstein’s new line up emerged from the ashes in 
2022, combining a fusion of high-energy performances 
from the early Rammstein catalogue with the operatic 
grandeur from their later shows.


Whether it’s the colossal choral of anthems echoed by 
stadium audiences the world over or the fans B- side 
favourites, Mörderstein performs Rammstein with 
Germanic precision!




 

“It's not hard to see why Mörderstein are consistently labelled as the UK's 
ultimate tribute band.


Their attention to detail, showmanship, and commitment to bringing that 
amazing theatrical show, that Rammstein are widely renown for, to a 
smaller stage is unforgettable.


From crowd surfing in an inflatable rubber dinghy, the thunderous sound 
of the drums, the haunting guitars, mesmerising vocals and flawless 
theatrical performances that perfectly captures the sound of the 'real' deal 
to perfection. Their crowd interaction is second to none, and off stage 
they are a group that are phenomenal to work with - Mörderstein are a 
band you


NEED to see live.”


Nicole Butler  
Bookings, Promotions, and Band Management. 

The Hairy Dog . Unearthed Music . Blood, Sweat and Beers

http://www.hairydogvenue.co.uk/
https://unearthed-music.co.uk/agents/nicole-bio/
https://www.twitch.tv/bsbshowofficial


Mörderstein offers a show like no one else!!! (well besides 
RAMMSTEIN). The professionalism shines through in their 
approach to every venue they attend and every audience 
they WOW.  

Bringing along high-end industry standard equipment, full 
lighting rigs, pyrotechnics, full amp stacks and drums and 
even a treadmill?! (venue size permitting)  

When you book Mörderstein you get Rammstein in your 
own space, selling out most venues on their way to become 
Europe’s premier Tribute to the mighty Rammstein!!! 

Lets make your venue and your patrons part of that journey 
too!!! 



Brüno Stahl - Till Lindemann/Vocals


Bruno Stahl has a 10 + career as a graphic 
novelist. He was in the  industrial project 
Helldunkel before joining Mörderstein." Brunos 
ability to channel the spirit of Till is uncanny! 
Powerful and Crazy!!! 

Arrön Clarke - Oliver Riedel Bass 

Arron has been a professional bass player for over 
15, plus years from the UK to European tours, 
playing in many bands and styles. Ollie is glad that 
I have brought that thundering driving Bass sound 
that make Rammstein a driving force unlike any 
other band. Also, I have not hurt myself sailing 
across the crowd in the dinghy yet 

Töny Small - Christoph (Doom) Schneider/Drums


By day a mild mannered, suited and booted Head 
Engineer, by night, a cape crusader, drum virtuoso 
extraordinaire. Whether or not you are a metal 
head, jazz or funk fan, there’s no denying Tony’s 
capability in the saddle, especially when delivering 
Rammstein chops for the mighty Morderstein. 

Ian Schofield - Christian "Flake" Lorenz/Keyboards


Ian is a veteran of the tribute scene playing all over 
in many bands, this one seems to fit his crazy 
attitude perfectly as he takes the roll of Flake almost 
too easily, maybe they were separated at birth?


Paul Howcroft - Paul Landers/Guitars


Paul has rocked the guitar over 30 years. Early

influences include W.A.S.P, Alice Cooper & Kiss. 
Paul has been a keen Rammstein fan since the mid 
90's. Paul and Rammstein's "Landers" not only 
share first names, both are challenged in height! 
Small perhaps but make up with a huge guitar 
sound!!


Paul Glover - Richard Kruspe/Guitars


Paul has been a professional musician for over 20 
years, spanning touring bands, session work, and 
demonstrating and appearing all over the world for 
the many companies that endorse him. Richard 
would be proud of how closely Paul has captured 
the guitar tones and performance of Rammstein’s 



 



 

Book now to avoid 
disappointment,  

2024 and 2025 date diary 
filling up quickly.



https://morderstein.co.uk

https://morderstein.co.uk/bookings


